
HOW TO WRITE A GRAPHIC NOVEL LESSON PLAN

Activity. Comics and Graphic Novels This activity was modified from the ReadWriteThink lesson plans "The Comic Book
Show and Tell" available online at.

Students let me know their top choices and I assign students Literature Circles based upon their choices. I will
let the students spend about ten minutes really reading and analyzing the text for structure and authorial
purpose RI. Scaffolding Ms. To get started, we have provided lesson plans for Elementary, Middle and High
School using several popular graphic novels. Independent Tasks to follow up on lesson Reading and Lit Circle
Work: Students will be instructed to complete their graphic novel reading and to fill out their literature circle
handout I will assign lit circle jobs and give each group a reading assignment before they leave! Pods Present
Their Venn Diagrams to the Class: Each pod shares their work with the class and hangs their poster on the
wall 5 minutes. Some of my student read Manga and so I will ask them to bring some copies in if they have
them! We won't actually start reading Persepolis until early next week, but we will be working with graphic
texts over the next few days, so I am using these panels to begin our discussions for continuity. I will ask them
to write the following journal entry in their Writers Notebooks these are their notebooks that I have them write
in for various class activities. We can revisit the poster as we read our graphic novels in our literature circles
10 minutes. We are going to do x, y, and z to help you accomplish these tasks. We all need to agree, so this is
an opportunity for kids to hash out their opinions and to think critically 10 minutes. Once ten minutes is up,
we will share out as a whole group. Full Class Discussion: Based upon the information that they just
presented, the class must come up with a definition of a graphic novel as well as a list of main components of
a graphic novel. Activities and Purposes Pods Discuss and Create Venn Diagram: Pods discuss the similarities
and differences between graphic novels, manga, and comics and create a venn diagram outlining their
thinking. Preview and Purpose Setting Review of Learning Objectives: I go over with the class what we are
going to do today and what our learning objectives are. Lesson plans for graphic novels that are appropriate
for Pre-Kindergarten through Fifth Grade Ages  By the end of class today, you should know the difference
between a comic, manga, and a graphic novel. To do this, I will hand out a photocopied copy of the first page
of Persepolis, which introduces us to our narrator, Marji, and gives us a little context about her life and the
setting of the book. Writers Notebooks my students use Writers Notebooks to informally record their thoughts,
ideas, and prewriting during the year. I will ask the students to add to their annotations or observations based
on what the other students are saying and ask them to make predictions about the way the book is going to
read based on what they see on the first page. Related Interests. Next class, I will ask students if they still
agree with their definition after they have completed one night of reading. I will write these objectives on the
board as well as say them verbally 5 minutes. Laptop or iPad to digitally access manga if they need to or to
digitally take notes. Look at your comic strip that you brought in for homework and tell me what qualities it
has. By examining the differences and similarities between the genres, we will eventually craft our own
definition of a graphic novel. The notebooks offer an opportunity for kids to freely write and to hash out their
ideas. Pratt walks around the room to help each group keep them on task, prompt them with questions,
participate in the discussion. Every night, each lit circle will have assigned reading and each member will have
to complete a lit circle job. Students will read their short story, write a script for it to convert it into graphic
novel form, create a graphic novel based upon the story, and will present their work to the class. Every day, I
will begin class with a mini-lesson on a graphic novel component frame, speech bubbles, etc. Pratt Models
How to Create Venn Diagram and Look at the 3 Texts: I will model what I want students to do in their groups
by playing the student and sitting with a pod my desks are arranged in groups of 4 and we call them pods. I try
to integrate the other group members into the discussion by using the sentence starters that Ms. This lesson
plan is the introductory lesson of the unit. How does it differ from a novel or a picture book? Katie Monnin
reviews Teen Titans: Raven from DC Comics, providing lesson plan suggestions for how they could be used
in a classroom or workshop setting. Katie Monnin reviews Breath of Flowers from Tokyopop, providing
lesson plan suggestions for how they could be used in a classroom or workshop setting. Once we completed
the graphic novels, I will introduce short stories, we will read a few short stories, and we will discuss the
components of a short story. Katie Monnin reviews Mera: Tidebreaker from DC Comics, providing lesson
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plan suggestions for how they could be used in a classroom or workshop setting. Pratt has written on the
board. I will walk around and push them to look more specifically at the text reminding them that there is
more there than they are used to reading. Students should come prepared every day to present their lit circle
work to guide their group discussion. Students get to choose from a list of 4 graphic novels. Contact Us
Sample Lesson Plans All over the country, teachers are using graphic novels and comic books to supplement
their curricula


